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Introduction 
 
The real estate sector in India is at a crucial juncture of 
its evolution. While a significantly large portion of the 
industry is still dominated by unorganized and marginal 
players; there has been a consistent rise in share of 
organized players with number of listed companies 
growing over the recent years. Arrival of foreign direct 
investment, spreading national or regional footprints of 
organized players from their traditional city or region of 
dominance, development breaching the confinement of 
metropolitan cities to get reach tier I and tier II cities, 
rise of commercial and retail segments together with 
already residential segment, and fast emergence of 
holiday or second home as a category have contributed 
to a faster transformation of real estate sector in India 
over the past decade. 
 
In present scenario the real estate industry contributed 4-
5% to GDP. In this study correlation is the main concept 
because before going to investment decisions the 
investor should know about the relationship between real 
estate industry and related industry if the correlation is 
positive two stocks moving in same direction if one 
stock price is increase the other stock price is also 
increase vice-versa. If stock price is moving in different 
direction if one stock price is increase the other stock 
price decrease vice-versa.in this study I estimated future 
value of December 2016.based on this future value 
investor can decide whether  invest or not.    
 

Scope Of The Study 
 
The study focus on real estate industry and related 
industry stock price movement. And the study mainly 
focuses on two companies only here we have a chance to 
conduct in depth analysis. 
 

Limitations Of The Study 
 

1. The study is conducted few companies in real 
estate industry. 

2. The study is conducted in a short period. During 
this limited period, the study may not be clear in 
all aspects. 

3. The present study covers only for a period of 
two years. 

4. The study based on stock price movements. 
 

Objectives Of The Study 
 

1. To find out the real estate stock price movement 
in comparison to related            industries. 

2. To forecast the stock price of real estate and 
related industries in December 2016. 

3. To give valuable suggestions to investors. 
 
Findings 
 
1. The highest value of  godrej 365.75 the lowest 

value of  godrej is 224.20current market price as 
on July 2016  362.40. The highest  Interest rate is 
8%, lowest  value is 6.5%.current market price as 
an july 2016 8%. We accept Ha2  because the r is 
(-) there is no correlation between  Godrej&Intrest 
rate 

2. The highest value of  godrej 365.75 the lowest 
value of  godrej is 224.20current market price as 
on July 2016  362.40. The highest value of ultra 
tech 3411.90 lowest  value is 2421.85.current 
market price as an july 2016 3705. We accept Ha1  
because the r is (+) there is correlation between  
Godrej&Ultra tech 

3. The highest value of  godrej 365.75 the lowest 
value of  godrej is 224.20current market price as 
on July 2016  362.40. The highest value of  Tata 
steel 553.40, lowest  value is 211.90.current 
market price as an july 2016 354.75. We accept 
Ha2  because the r is (-) there is no correlation 
between  Godrej&Tata steel 

4. The highest value of  godrej 365.75 the lowest 
value of  godrej is 224.20current market price as 
on July 2016  362.40. The highest value of  
Havells 364.75, lowest  value is 234.71.current 
market price as an july 2016 388.50. We accept 
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Ha1 because the r is (+) there is a correlation 
between  Godrej&Havells 

5.  The highest value of DLF is 214.85, the lowest 
value of DLF is 89.05, current market price as on 
July 2016  162.10. The highest value of ultra tech 
cement is 3411.90; lowest value of ultra tech 
cement is 2421.85. current market price as an july 
2016 3705. We accept Ha2  because the r is (-) 
there is no correlation between DLF&Ultratech. 

6. The highest value of DLF is 214.85, the lowest 
value of DLF is 89.05, current market price as on 
July 2016  162.10. The highest value of Tata steel 
is 553.40; lowest value of Tata steel is 211.90. 
current market price as an july 2016 354.75 We 
accept Ha1  because the r is (+) there is  correlation 
between DLF&Tata steel. 

7. The highest value of DLF is 214.85, the lowest 
value of DLF is 89.05, current market price as on 
July 2016  162.10. The highest value of Havells is 
364.50; lowest value of Havells is 234.71. current 
market price as an july 2016 388.50 We accept 
Ha2  because the r is (-) there is no  correlation 
between DLF&Havells. 

8. The highest value of DLF is 214.85, the lowest 
value of DLF is 89.05, current market price as on 
July 2016  162.10. The highest value of S&P BSE 
Realty is 2077.13; lowest value of S&P BSE 
Realty is 1051.08. current market price as an july 
2016 1607.  

9. The highest value of  godrej 365.75 the lowest 
value of  godrej is 224.20current market price as 
on July 2016  362.40. The highest value of  S&P 
BSE realty 2077.13, lowest  value is 
1051.08.current market price as an july 2016 
1607. We accept Ha2  because the r is (-) there is 
no correlation between  Godrej&S&P BSE realty 

10. The highest value of DLF is 214.85, the lowest 
value of DLF is 89.05, current market price as on 
July 2016  162.10. The highest intrets rate is 8%; 
lowest intret rate is 6.5%. current market price as 
an july 2016 8%. We accept Ha1  because the r is 
(+) there is correlation between DLF &intrest rate 

 
Forecasting values on December 201 

 
S.no Company name Forecasting value 

1 DLF 90.77257
2 Tata steel 144.4105
3 Ultra tech cement 3337.501
4 Havells 342.0784

5 S&P BSE Realty 1118.079
6 Godrej properties 353.4783

 
 

Suggestions 
 
1. Since the r value of DLF with related industry is 

positive it means that DLF is moving in the 
same direction as related industry and interest 
factor. Investor should observe the price 
movement of Tata steel, intrest rate and real 
estate index before investing in DLF stock .the 
price movement of DLF with Ultra tech is(-)but 
still those two stocks cannot be ignored before 
taking a investment decision. 

 
2. The forecasted value of DLF December 2016 is 

90.77257 lower than the current market price 
162.10. So the investor can stay away from the 
stock  

 
3. Since Godrej properties   has a got r (-)value 

with related industry (Tata steel, Havells)interest 
rate and the real estate index investors can not 
take investment decisions by looking at the 
movement of related industry . For investing in 
Godrej industry investor should look at 
fundamentals from (net profit, operating profit)    

 
Conclusion 

 
In present scenario the real estate industry contributed 4-
5% to GDP. In this study correlation is the main concept 
because before going to investment decisions the 
investor should know about the relationship between real 
estate industry and related industry if the correlation is 
positive two stocks moving in same direction if one 
stock price is increase the other stock price is also 
increase vice-versa. If stock price is moving in different 
direction if one stock price is increase the other stock 
price decrease vice-versa.in this study I estimated future 
value of December 2016.based on this future value 
investor can decide whether  invest or not. Due to this 
study I came to know about calculation of forecasted 
value. Iam aware about   real estate industry deepened up 
on related industry like electrical, cement, if  the related  
industry stock prices fluctuates the real estate stock price 
also fluctuate.   Because electrical, cement is used for 
construction .iam aware about correlation between two 
companies if correlation is positive companies moving in 
same direction ,if correlation is negative companies 
moving in different direction  
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